of inlet performance and operation, design for optimum airframe-inlet integration has the following goals: (1) to minimize approach flow angularity with respect to the inlet cowl lip, (2) to deliver uniform, high pressure recovery flow to the inlet face, (3) to prevent or minimize vortex, wake, and boundary layer ingestion by the inlet throughout the flight envelope, (4) to reduce FOD/hot gas ingestion by the inlet, and finally (5) to minimize the potential for flow field interference from weapon carriage/firing, landing gear deployment, tanks, pods, or other hardware. The combination of inlet design and airframe integration must not only provide high pressure recovery to maintain the desired thrust levels, but also generate low flow distortion consistent with stable engine operation.
Engine face flow distortion is one of the most troublesome and least understood problems for designers of modern inlet engine systems. 1-2 One issue is that there are numerous sources of flow field distortion that are ingested by the inlet or generated within the inlet duct itself. Among these sources are (I) flow separation at the cowl lip during maneuvering flight, (2) flow separation on the compression surfaces due to shock-wave boundary layer interactions, is the Baldwin-Lomax 14 model which is also an algebric eddy viscosity model.
In the present computations, the turbulence model has been modified to improve the simulation of the reverse flow regions based on the study Deiwert. 15 In the regions of reverse flow, the inner layer is replaced with the with the outer model which extends all the way to the wall. In the absence of reverse flow, the conventional Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is used.
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSIONS
The experiment on which this study is based comes from the AGARD Fluid 
where Xd is the x-coordinate of the inlet duct centerline, and AZa in the centerline offset. The radius distribution measured perpendicular to the duct centerline is given by:
where Ri is the inlet throat radius, R_I is the engine face radius, and L is the length of the inlet.
For the purposes of the calculations, the M2129 S-duct was nondimensionalized with respect to the throat radius, thus Ri = 1.0, R_I = 1.183, L = 7.10, and AZe = 2.13. Table I is the computed location of separation Xs,_ from both the FNS and RNS analyses (as measured in terms of the arc length along the inlet centerline), the area averaged engine face total pressure recovery PR, and the DC6o engine face distortion, both determined from the flow values on the computational mesh.
The initial flow field for the Full Navier-Stokes computations was obtained from the Reduced Navier-Stokes (RNS) solution. This was done to reduced the computing time of the Full Navier-Stokes solver.
In addition, the imposition of the inlet boundary layer, which was held fixed during the time-marching FNS solution, was straight forward since the initial flow field had the correct initial inlet boundary layer. Examination of saving in the computing time of the Full Navier-Stokes computations using the RNS solution as the initial flow field compared to that using a simple uniform flow field is currently underway. (2) Fig (2) . However, differences between the FNS and RNS solutions were observed when comparing the circumferential distortion as measured in terms of the DC6o engine face descriptor, Fig. (3) .. Both the FNS and RNS analysis indicated that the M2129 inlet separated over the Mach number range from 0.I to 0.794. The location of separation, as determined from both the Full Navier-Stokes and Reduced Navier-Stokes solution techniques, is presented in Fig. (4) , and suggests that some of the differences in the DC6o engine face distortion indicated in Fig. (3) can be attributed to differences in the prediction of flow separation location within the inlet duct.
Figures (I) and
Figure (4) (14) and (15), also reveal the remarkable characteristic that the limiting streamlines forming the-spiral node enter only from downstream of the nodal point. The very familiar topological pattern is known to describe the important stage in the development of the pair of counter rotating vortices that form in the first section of turning resulting in vortex liftoff in the second section.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A three-dimensional implicit Full Navier-Stokes (FNS) analysis and a 3D Reduced Navier Stokes (RNS) initial value space marching solution technique has been applied to a class of separated flow problems within a diffusing S-duct configuration characterized as vortex-liftoff.
Both Full Navier-Stokes and Reduced Navier-Stokes solution techniques were able to capture to overall flow physics of vortex lift-off, however more consideration must be given to the development of turbulence models for the prediction of the locations of separation and reattachment. This accounts for some of the discrepancies in the prediction of the relevant inlet distortion descriptors, particularly circumferential distortion.
The 3D RNS solution technique using FLARE approximations adequately described the topological and topographical structure of flow separation associated with vortex liftoff.
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